
 

Scientist discovers novel mechanism in spinal
cord injury
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Spinal cord injury triggers massive cell death, as indicated by the number of pink
cells (left). However, this process is markedly reduced when the levels of p45 are
increased in those cells (left to right). Credit: Salk Institute for Biological Studies

More than 11,000 Americans suffer spinal cord injuries each year, and
since over a quarter of those injuries are due to falls, the number is
likely to rise as the population ages. The reason so many of those injuries
are permanently disabling is that the human body lacks the capacity to
regenerate nerve fibers. The best our bodies can do is route the surviving
tissue around the injury site.

"It's like a detour after an earthquake," says Kuo-Fen Lee, the Salk
Institute's Helen McLoraine Chair in Molecular Neurobiology. "If the
freeway is down, but you can still take the side-streets, traffic can still
move. So your strategy has to be to find a way to preserve as much tissue
as possible, to give yourself a chance for that rerouting."
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In a paper published in this week's PLOS ONE, Lee and his colleagues
describe how a protein named P45 may yield insight into a possible 
molecular mechanism to promote rerouting for spinal cord healing and 
functional recovery. Because injured mice can recover more fully than
human beings, Lee sought the source of the difference. He discovered
that P45 had a previously unknown neuroprotective effect.

"As a biochemist and neurobiologist, this discovery gives me hope that
we can find a potential target molecule for drug treatments," says Lee.
"Nevertheless, I must caution that this is only the first step in knowing
what to look for."

In a human or a mouse, the success of an attempted rerouting after a
spinal cord injury depends on how much healthy tissue is left. But
wounds set off a cascade of reactions within cells, which if not stopped
in time will result in more dead and dying tissue extending beyond the
injury site. Nerve traction from the injury site leads to disconnection of
the network required for normal sensory and motor functions. Lee found
that P45 is the key factor determining whether the cascade continues on
to its destructive end.

A complex of proteins, by sequentially interacting with each other,
induces this cascade of cell death. Lee discovered that P45 is a natural
antagonist to this process. Antagonists are molecules, some naturally
occurring, some made in pharmaceutical laboratories, that work
essentially like sticking gum in a lock. Because the antagonist is in place,
no other molecule can get in. In this case, P45 prevents two other
proteins in the death cascade from connecting, rendering their actions
harmless and stopping cell death.

But there's more to how P45 works that gives Lee hope that he may be
on to a unique approach to finding new ways to treat spinal cord injuries.
In other recent findings, which are being prepared for publication, his
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team saw P45 also yield positive effects, specifically the encouragement
of healthy tissue growth. Thus, Lee concludes its real role may be as a
sort of "see-saw" molecule that tips the balance in the cascade from
negative to positive.

"The great thing about P45 is that it can both inhibit the negative by
blocking the conformational change that would lead to more cell death,
while promoting the positive-the survival and growth of tissue-thus
making it easier to foster recovery following spinal cord injury," Lee
explains.

"If you can understand where you could tilt the balance of
positive/negative signal, it would give you less damage while helping to
promote healing," says Lee. "It could be combinatorial-maybe one
molecule can do both, or maybe it's a combination of two molecules, one
to negate, one to promote. The hope is if such a control switch could be
found, more tissue could be preserved at the site of injury, thus
increasing the chances that movement might someday be restored."

The next step for Lee's laboratory will be to seek either a gene, or a
process that works in a similar see-saw way in humans, or can be made
to work with therapeutic intervention. Still, Lee cautions, this remains a
proof of concept experiment in mice. Even if such a mechanism were
found in humans, clinical applications would be years away.
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